55 Stewart Street			

Paramedic and Pilot
1,265 square feet

Danielle, a pilot with Air Canada, and Mark, an emergency paramedic, did all the work on their southwest-facing corner unit themselves. Their key words were modern and comfortable. “We really wanted
it to look modern but at the same time feel comfortable to just hang around in,” says Danielle, who
adds that whether it’s one friend or 20, the couple have people over “almost every night.”
To facilitate entertaining, the Waddens moved the island a foot-and-a-half closer to the kitchen
workspace. “It opened up the room wonderfully,” says Mark, who does all the cooking. “I think
what really made a difference was that we replaced the dark wood floors with lighter-coloured oak
flooring.”The kitchen workspace is given further decorative ambience with the couple’s selection
of river-coloured glass tiles for the backsplash, which enliven the space by reflecting the
apartment’s abundant natural light. Says Danielle, “the one thing we love best about this place is that
it’s all light.”
The couple chose a neutral lavender wall colour for their light-filled unit, which is further defined
with three sets of hanging fixtures: an industrial trio over the kitchen island, a black baroque modern
chandelier chosen by Danielle over the dining area, and a contemporary silver pendant in the sitting
area that was Mark’s pick. “We agree that we want things modern and comfortable,” laughs Mark, “but
we don’t always agree on what that means.”
Continued on page 107
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Mark & Danielle Wadden + Asha

Rajiv Gandhi
55 Stewart Street

Orthopaedic Surgeon
1,265 square feet

Dr. Rajiv Gandhi is a surgeon, not a decorator, which is why he hired Jessie Kelly to design his southwest-facing apartment. “I have certain talents and there’s some I don’t have,” Rajiv says. “Jess knows
what I like—everything totally seamless and clean lines.”
Over dinner at Buca, Jessie presented her design plan. Picking up on the architecture of the building,
the walls would be an industrially inspired cement-grey envelope. With an eye on maintaining the
view and not blocking any of the windows, the floor plan would be designed for multi-functionality.
The pocket door between the office and the open living/dining room would be replaced with a brand
new custom-built wall that could hold a TV and full entertainment unit so that Rajiv, a sports fan,
could watch TV in the open-concept living space. The idea, says Rajiv, “was to have everything in the
entertainment wall designed to be seamlessly flush and completely wireless, so that when you
walk in, you don’t see anything blocking your view.”
When it came to furnishing this chic pied-à-terre for a busy urban bachelor, Jessie describes
her central concept as ”rugged sophistication.” Hence a custom-built lounge designed by
Jessie and upholstered in a manly grey wool flannel with Western-inspired nailhead detailing, a
custom-built slate-topped, counter-height console with upholstered stools that can double as extra
seating or as a dining table, and an elegant, rustic cowhide carpet on the dark wood-stained floor.
Continued on page 107
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MARK AND DANIELLE WADDEN’S WINE STORAGE FRIDGE

RAJIV GANDHI’S ENTERTAINMENT WALL

Charmingly tucked between the supporting columns is a chic and cozy
dining area the couple fashioned from a sofa from their old apartment, an
expandable glass-topped dining table, and new wood-frame chairs that
provide ample seating for their frequent guests. The addition of vivid silk
throw cushions in accenting blues and greens provide an energizing jolt of
colour. A sectional sofa solved the puzzle of maximizing lounging space in
the living room’s open seating area. The black yarn carpet was chosen for
how well it would disguise Asha’s hairs. Another clever solution is the wine
fridge Mark and Danielle installed in a hollow discovered above the built-in
refrigerator. “Sometimes at night when we’re out on the balcony, people
walk by and we can hear them say, ‘Hey, look what those people did with
that space over the fridge.’”

The result of this unconventional plan is maximized flexibility, while the
decorative solutions also manage to express the owner’s personal tastes
and style.
“When my guy friends come over to watch sports, we hang out at the
kitchen island or by the window,” Rajiv says. “But if it’s a more formal
event, like a dinner party, I just pull the table out into the room and set the
stools around it.”
For Rajiv, what was essential was that was everything made calm,
orderly and effortless. “I work long hours and I’m often on call at the
hospital,” he says. “Everything here is seamlessly organised, so I can
relax and recharge.”

Kitchen fixture, West Elm; living and dining room fixtures, Ultra Lighting; expandable

Coffee table, West Elm; pendant fixtures, Living Lighting; Brindle cowhide rug, the

dining table, Cecconi Simone; yarn carpet, Urban Barn
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